
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of our Venus atmospheric evolution model.  We 
vary 5 free parameters (habitable era end time, initial water inventory, melt H2O 
and CO2 concentrations, extrusive volume fraction, and fraction of Venus’ atmos-
pheric CO2 contributed by volcanism) to identify areas of parameter space that 
maximize the likelihood of a habitable era on Venus.  
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Introduction:  A major outstanding 

question is whether Venus could ever 

have had habitable surface conditions. 

Recent climate models suggest condi-

tions suitable for surface liquid water 

on Venus may have been possible as 

recently as the planet’s last resurfac-

ing[1], but whether a habitable is con-

sistent with Venus’ atmospheric com-

position has not yet been investigated. 

We present a new mass-balance model 

of Venus’ atmospheric evolution to 

determine areas of parameter space 

that are consistent with an early habit-

able era on Venus and present day 

H2O and O2 concentrations in the Ve-

nus atmosphere. 

Venus’ present day atmosphere is CO2-dominated, 

with <100ppm H2O[2] and <50ppm O2.[3] This obser-

vation can constrain the sources and sinks of atmos-

pheric H2O and O2 on Venus over time. Any early hab-

itable climate on early Venus would have required 

liquid water.[1] As water is lost to space through pho-

tolysis and H escape, O2 can accumulate in the atmos-

phere.[4] Climate models suggest that the atmosphere 

on an early habitable Venus would have been thinner 

than 93 bar atmosphere. This, combined with the ob-

servation of volcanic features on Venus’ surface,[5] 

suggests some atmospheric CO2 must have been 

sourced from volcanic degassing. Unless Venus’ man-

tle is dessicated,[e.g. 6] volcanic degassing of CO2 

would also be accompanied by H2O degassing, intro-

ducing more of O to the atmosphere. O can be re-

moved  though non-thermal escape to space,[7] and 

through the oxidation of basaltic material.[8]  

Methods:  Our model (Fig. 1)  considers initial wa-

ter inventory on Venus (comprising a surface water 

reservoir and the groundwater needed to prevent drain-

ing into the subsurface), fraction of volcanically de-

rived CO2 in Venus’ present day atmosphere, loss of O 

and H to space, volcanic degassing of CO2 and H2O, 

and O loss by oxidation of basaltic material, including 

lava flows and pyroclastics (if volatile concentrations 

are high enough to produce explosive volcan-

ism[9,10]). We have also built a model that investi-

gates the effect of oxidation of a basaltic surface melt 

layer produced during the high surface temperatures 

reached in runaway greenhouse climates.[11] 

Results:  When oxidation of a surface melt layer is 

not considered, the only early habitable Venus scenari-

os that can match the present-day atmosphere have 

<300m global equivalent layer (GEL) initial water, a 

higher extrusive volcanism fraction than the modern 

Earth, and ended before 1.5 Ga. The H2O concentra-

tion in average Venusian melts must also be <0.7 wt%. 

Higher H2O concentrations produce pyroclastic mate-

rial, which is an effective O2 sink, but also add H2O – 

and therefore O2 – to the atmosphere faster than the 

loss of H & O to space and the available oxidation 

sinks for O can remove them.  

Future work: Oxidation of a surface melt layer af-

ter the early habitable era adds an O sink to the model 

and could enable early habitable eras on Venus with 

more initial water to be consistent with the present day 

atmospheric composition. We will quantify the oxygen 

sink effects of surface melting during a runaway 

greenhouse by running a suite of models with the same 

input parameters as our simulations without melting.  
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